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E-Reference Library
Access thousands of pages in hundreds of eBooks 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Print,
email and download articles. Search or browse the categories listed below or use the
entire collection. [1]These eBooks are available at the Main Library and Ellettsville Branch or
at home with your library card number.

[1]

Science Resources [2] -- Comprehensive selection of science content. Supporting high school
curricula and university coursework, Science Resources features authoritative information for
assignments and projects, and provides detailed coverage of popular subjects from obesity to
endangered species.
Financial Literacy [3] -- Practices adopted in the early years of adulthood can have dramatic
effect on a person's quality of life, level of success, and age of retirement. This service
conveys financial wisdom in terms that are easy to understand with suggestions that are easy
to apply.
History Resource Center [4] -- Comprehensive online collection that provides multicultural,
global, and research-based content that supports today?s history research requirements. It
offers access to reference content, academic and scholarly journals, thousands of primary
source documents, images, and maps integrated into a cross-searchable database.
Legal Resources

-- the most comprehensive index available to the legal literature of the English-speaking
world. It provides subject, author, case name, and statute name access to over 700 journals
from the major nations of the common-law tradition.
[5]

[6]

INdiana SPectrum of Information REsources?A database of newspaper, magazine and
journal articles, many of them full-text. INSPIRE can be accessed by Indiana residents who
have Internet access at school, home, in their library or at their place of business. If you are
having trouble using INSPIRE from home or work, visit the INSPIRE Frequently Asked
Questions [7] page.
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http://ezproxy.monroe.lib.in.us/login?url=http://go.galegroup.com/ps/start.do?p=GVRL&amp;u=monroecpl&amp;auth
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